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Introduction Hierarchical Processing
The motion pathway begins in area V1 where cells are
A large extent of the posterior cortex of the primate found that are direction selective (Figure 1). Direction
brain is devoted to vision, and it contains two general selectivity refers to the fact that these cells respond
streams that process visual information. The one stream best when a stimulus moves in a particular direction
is situated more ventrally in the cortex and is important within the cell's receptive field. The response decreases
for object recognition,pattern recognition, color percep- progressively as the direction of motion differs more
tion, and shape perception. These attributes of visual and more from the preferred direction. The direction
analysis we associate with visual awareness or ªseeingº, selective neurons are concentrated within layer 4B of
and thus this stream has been referred to as the ªwhatº V1 and project preferentially to cortical fields involved
system because it recognizes objects (Ungerleider and in motion processing including area MT (Maunsell and
Mishkin, 1982). A second, more dorsal stream is associ- Van Essen, 1983). Moving along the motion hierarchy,
ated with visual-motor transformationsÐthat is, the the receptive fields become increasingly larger; in area
routing of sensory information into motor areas for the MT, for example, a cell with a receptive field centered
purpose of action. This dorsal stream plays an important at 108 eccentricity in the visual field may have a diameter
role in attention, decisions, and movement planning. It of 108, whereas a V1 motion selective cell at a similar
also plays an important role in spatial awareness, which eccentricity may have a receptive field of only 18 diame-
is crucial for planning movements to locations in space ter. In area MST, the receptive fields are even larger, and
and for transforming visually defined locations into whereas the receptive fields inV1 and MT are confined to
movement coordinates to accomplish accurate motor the contralateral visual space, in MST, they are generally
behaviors. This pathway has been referred to as the bilateral. In one subdivision of MST, the dorsal subdivi-
ªwhereº or ªhowº pathway because it tells us where and sion (MSTd), the receptive fields can cover most of the
how to perform visually guided movements (Ungerleider visual field.
and Mishkin, 1982; Goodale and Milner, 1992). The mo- Not only do the receptive fields become larger as we
tion processing stream is considered to be part of the move up this hierarchy, but the response properties of
dorsal ªwhereº pathway, but it shares features of both the cells also become more elaborate. The increase in
these dorsal and ventral systems. The motion pathway
receptive field size coincides with a change from more
analyzes visual motions to form percepts of complex
local and simple analyses to more global and complex
motion patterns and of shape derived from movement
analyses. For instance, area V1 appears tobe concerned
cues; that is, it has similar perceptual functions to the
mainly with measuring motion; that is, it is coding the
ventral stream. However, it also plays important roles
speed and direction of movement at various points in
in visual-motor processing, including spatial awareness
the image. The direction selective neurons in V1 are
based on motion cues, and the analysis of motion infor-
generally ªorientation tuned;º that is, they respond tomation for the planning of motor behaviors such as
an edge of a particular orientation or slant as it movestracking moving targets with the eyes.
through their receptive fields. Such a measurement isResearch on brain mechanisms for motion analysis
ambiguous in regard to the exact direction of motion ofhas been very intensive over the last few years and has
an edge, since it indicates only the component of motionproduced important results. One important contributor
orthogonal to the orientation of the edge; this ambiguityto this success has been the elucidation of the anatomi-
is often referred to as the aperture problem. It has beencal pathway for motion analysis, which has been worked
shown that a population of MT neurons integrates theout in considerable detail recently (Maunsell and Van
orthogonal components of motion from various edgesEssen, 1983; Deyoe and Van Essen, 1988). This pathway
in an object and codes the true direction of the object'sincludes many visual cortical areas including V1, V2,
motion; thus, MT provides a second stage of motionV3 and V3a, the middle temporal area (MT), the medial
analysis on the V1 signals (Movshon et al., 1985; Rod-superior temporal area (MST), and the superior temporal
man and Albright, 1989; Movshon and Newsome, 1996).polysensory area (STP). In this review, we will concen-
Another example of hierarchical processing betweentrate on the heart of this complex system, which begins
areas V1 and MT concerns interactions of opposingin area V1 and proceeds through MT to MST (see Figure
motions within a cell's receptive field. In area V1, a cell1). Since the motion system has processing roles that
will respond the same to a motion in its preferred direc-appear to be similar to those of both the dorsal and
tion independent of whether or not another motion of aventral streams, the ideas derived from research in the
different direction is also present within its receptivemotion pathway will certainly have broad applicability
field (Snowden et al., 1991). MT neurons, on the otherto all of the visual system. In this review, I will cover
hand, will be strongly suppressed in responding to aseveral higher cortical functions performed by the mo-
tion system. These include hierarchical processing, motion stimulus in their preferred direction if a second
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motion over wider areas of the visual field. This integra-
tion includes the combining of the component (orthogo-
nal) motions of edges, coded in V1, into a more global
representation of the true direction of motion of a sur-
face or object (Movshon et al., 1985; Rodman and Al-
bright, 1989).
Recent experiments have shown that MT activity cor-
relates well the perception of transparent, moving sur-
faces (Qian et al., 1994a). An array of random dots mov-
ing in one direction produces the impression of a moving
surface. If another group of random dots also moves in
the opposite direction, then the two groups of moving
dots produce the sensation of two transparent surfaces
moving in opposite directions. Psychophysical experi-
ments using these sorts of stimuli show that motion
detection thresholds are elevated under these transpar-Figure 1. This Lateral View of the Macaque Cortex Shows the Ana-
tomical Locations of Key Cortical Areas in the VisualMotion Pathway ent conditions, and likewise the response of MT neurons
V1, primary visual cortex; MT, middle temporal area; and MST, me- are suppressed with transparent stimuli, whereas area
dial superior temporal area. V1 neurons are not. We recently devised a transparent
stimulus where the dots moving in opposite directions
are paired so they move directly across each other's
path in opposite directions (Qian et al., 1994b). In thismotion of a different direction is also present (Snowden
condition, the perception of motion is completely lost,et al., 1991; Qian and Andersen, 1994). This ªopponent
and area MT cells showa much greater suppression withsuppressionº is thought to be important for removing
these paired stimuli than with transparent appearingnoise from the motion stimulus while reconstructing
stimuli (Qianand Andersen, 1994). These results suggestmoving surfaces. An example of a stimulus regarded as
that the perception of transparent moving surfaces cor-noise by the motion system is a sudden flash or flicker
relates with MT activity, but not V1 activity. Using aof light; a flash of light can be considered as motion in
variant of this stimulus, Kolb and Braun (1995) haveall directions at once, and area V1 cells tuned to different
shown that subjects can identify the locations ofdirections of motion will all respond to a flash. However,
patches of paired dots, which move along a differentarea MT neurons will respond only weakly or not at all
direction from paired dots in other parts of the display.to a flash because all the different directions of motion
However, these subjects appear to be unaware of thesuppress one another by the level of MT. It is interesting
direction difference. Drawing on our physiological data,that we perceive a flash as a stationary event; the lack
these authors have argued that V1 activity alone doesof activity to a flash in MT compared to the flash-related
not result in awareness, and extrastriate areas such asactivity in V1 motion selective cells suggests that MT is
MT must be engaged to produce conscious perception.more closely linked to motion perception than V1.
Recent additional experiments from our laboratory, re-By the level of area MST, the cells respond to even
viewed below, suggest that area MT plays a role in themore complex features of the motion stimulus. Cells in
depth ordering of surfaces and perhaps the perceptionarea MSTd respond to the pattern of motion within the
of the 3-D shape of moving surfaces. Also, several con-receptive field. Some cells are selective for expanding
verging lines of evidence suggest that area MSTd playsmovements, others for contractions, rotations, or even
a role in heading perception for navigation using motionspiraling motions (Sakata et al., 1985; Tanaka et al.,
signals.1986; Duffy and Wurtz 1991a, 1991b; Graziano et al.,
1994; Lagae et al., 1994). These patterns of motion are
often generated by self-motion and can be used for
Surface Segmentationnavigation. They can also indicate the motion of objects
One of the first and most fundamental steps necessaryin the environment (for instance, an object moving to-
to analyze a visual scene is to discriminate a figure fromward you would expand).
background; in other words, one must determine what
is part of an object and what is not. This effect is often
referred to as surface segmentation and, in the motionFunctional Localization
An important concept, revealed in this last century, is domain, it is important to determine which motions cor-
respond to a particular surface. Albright and colleaguesthat different cortical areas contribute to different per-
ceptions and behaviors. The degree of compartmental- have examined the conditions under which two gratings
moving in different directions will perceptually cohereization in the cortex is still debated, but it is becoming
clear from research in the motion pathway that specific into one object or, conversely, will appear as two moving
gratings (Stoner et al., 1990; Stoner and Albright, 1996).and very different functions are performed in different
cortical areas. In area V1, direction selective neurons They have identified a number of rules for coherence,
including the luminance at the intersections of the grat-measure motion, as reviewed above. Area MT appears
to play a more direct role in motion perception, particu- ings. If the intersection luminances suggest that one
grating is seen transparently through the other, thenlarly as itapplies to the perception of surfaces in motion.
By having larger receptive fields, MT neurons integrate the two will not cohere; at luminances not suggesting
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transparency, the gratings cohere into what appears to magnitude of the response may vary with the location
be a moving, checkerboard pattern. Interestingly, they that a stimulus appears within the receptive field, the
find area MT neurons whose direction tuning reflects selectivity for a particular pattern of motion remains the
thecoherent and noncoherent percepts,suggesting that same throughout the receptive field (Graziano et al.,
MT plays a role in figure-ground segregation of moving 1994). Likewise, the size of the stimulus does not affect
stimuli (Stoner and Albright, 1992). Differences in stereo- the selectivity for a particular motion pattern. This selec-
scopic depth or overall luminance of the gratings will tivity is also independent of the cues conveying the
also lead to noncoherence (Adelson and Movshon, motion (Geesaman and Andersen, 1996). For instance,
1982). an expansion-tuned cell will respond to an expansion
A second line of evidence that MT is involved in sur- whether it is generated by a flow field simulating motion
face segmentation comes from the observation that ste- through an environment with many objects moving on
reopsis can assist in the segmentation of moving sur- the retina, or by object motion, in which a single object
faces. As mentioned above, when two moving surfaces moves toward the subject, causing an expansion of the
are produced with paired dots moving in opposite direc- object image on the retinas. The expansion pattern can
tions, the perception of transparent motion is lost. On even be generated by illusory contours or ªnon-Fourierº
the other hand, we found that adding a stereoscopic motion, and the expansion-tuned neuron will nonethe-
depth difference to one of the surfaces immediately less respond. Basically, any motion that appears per-
recovered the sense of transparent motion in these ceptually as an expansion will activate an expansion
paired-dot displays (Qian and Andersen, 1994). Re- neuron. The same is true for the other motion pattern
cordings from area MT showed that the opponent sup- selective neurons (rotation, spiral, contraction) in MSTd
pression is removed when opposing directions are at for their preferred motions. Thus, these cells share simi-
different stereoscopic depths (Bradley et al., 1995). The larities with cells in inferotemporal cortex, which are
implication of this experiment is that area MT is designed selective to static patterns such as faces. These cells
to construct surfaces from motion. If two opposing mo- also show position and scale invariance in their re-
tions occur at the same stereoscopic depth, MT sup- ceptive fields. An understanding of how MSTd can
presses these signals since they are likely to be noise. achieve its interesting pattern invariance properties may
On the other hand, if the signals are at different depths,
help us to understand the selectivity of IT neurons for
they are likely to be created by the movement of two
static patterns such as objects and faces.
transparent surfaces, or from the same surface that
curves in depth, and these signals should not be sup- Spatial Awareness
pressed.
When we drive or walk through the environment, motion
A third suggestion that MT segments surfaces comes
signals are generated that help us to know the pathfrom the finding of nonclassical receptive fields in area
along which we are moving. These motion signals areMT. Allman and colleagues (1985) found that motions
referred to as ªoptical flow.º If we are moving forwardin the same direction as the preferred direction of an
and not making eye movements, then the optical flowMT neuron, but presented outside the receptive field of
field is a radial expansion. The center or focus of thethe cell, actually suppressed the response of the cell to
expansion indicates the direction in which we are head-its preferred stimulus presented simultaneously within
ing. In area MSTd, many neurons are selective for expan-the receptive field. Motions in the opposite direction in
sion stimuli. The amplitude of the response to an expan-the surround sometimes facilitated the response to the
sion varies with the location of the focus within thecenter. These results, considered with the direction op-
receptive field (Duffy and Wurtz, 1995). Thus, these cellsponency that occurs in the center of the receptive field,
can code the heading direction by the level of activityindicate that MT neurons have a so-called double-oppo-
in this cell population.nent organization for direction selectivity with oppo-
When we translate through the environment, we oftennency being oppositely signed for the centers and sur-
make smooth gaze shifts with eye or head movements.rounds. This organization is useful in detecting motion
These gaze movements complicate the motions on theborders for surface segmentation. Recently, we have
retinas because they add a laminar motion due to thefound that MT neurons are also opponent for disparity
eye movement to the expansion motion due to observertuning. If a stimulus is presented at the preferred stereo-
translation (Figure 2A). The combination of these twoscopic depth and direction for the center, then the sur-
motions tends to disrupt the focus of expansion on theround motion will maximally suppress the cell if its ste-
retina. In the special case of translation toward a fronto-reoscopic depth is the same as the center (Bradley and
parallel wall, the focus shifts in the direction of the eyeAndersen, 1995). This effect appears independent of the
movement (Figure 2A). However, psychophysicists havedirection of the surround motion. This center-surround
found that humans can accurately perceive their self-organization again can be used for surface segmenta-
motion when they view such displays while making antion. The motion and stereo opponency of the surrounds
eye or head movement (Warren and Hannon, 1988;can also be used for detecting curvature of moving sur-
Royden et al., 1992, 1994; Crowell et al., 1997). Twofaces (Orban et al., 1995; Buracas and Albright, 1996).
possible sources of information could account for sub-
jects being able to compensate for the visual motionsPattern Perception
created by their own eye movements: 1) retinal informa-Area MST cells have responses tuned for particular mo-
tion such as motion parallax, which is generated bytion patterns such as expansions, contractions, rota-
observer motion but not eye movements and 2) ªextra-tions, and spirals. These cells show a magnificent de-
gree of position and scale invariance. Although the retinalº eye movement signals derived from efference
Neuron
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Figure 2. Experiments Showing How Area
MST Neurons Adjust Their Focus Tuning to
Compensate for Smooth Pursuit Eye Move-
ments
(A) The problem of navigating while our eyes
are moving. Moving toward a flat surface, we
see an expanding image (left), and as long as
our eyes are still, the focus of this expansion
corresponds to our direction of heading.
However, if we move our eyes to the leftÐas
we would, e.g., while tracking an object off
to the sideÐthis adds rightward laminar flow
to the retinal image (middle). The combined
retinal image (right) is similar to the original
expansion but has its focus shifted. There-
fore, when the angle of gaze is changing, the
retinal focus no longer corresponds to the
heading. (Reprinted, with permission, from
Bradley et al., 1996.)
(B) Paradigm to test whether MSTd cells en-
code the heading. A series of expanding im-
ages are shown while the monkey fixates (top
left) during which time we record single-unit
MSTd activity. The expanding patterns differ
in terms of their focus position, allowing us
to measure each neuron's output as a func-
tion of focus position. The focus position is
the same on the screen and on the retina with
eyes still (bottom left). The same series of
expansions is also shown while the monkey
pursues a movingtarget over a short distance
(top middle). The eye position is about the
same as in the fixed-eye case, but the eye
velocity displaces the retinal focus relative to
the screen focus (bottom middle). If a given
neuron encodes heading, its activity should
be the same for a given screen focus position,
regardless of whether the eyes are moving or
still. In control experiments, eye movement
is simulated by holding the eye still while
moving the stimulus (top right). Like the pur-
suit condition (middle sections), this shifts the
retinal focus (bottom right), but now no eye
movement signal is available.
(C) Example of an MSTd ªheading cell.º In all
graphs, the solid lines/solid circles represent
the fixed-eye focus tuning (identical in all four
graphs), dashed lines/open squares are pre-
ferred-direction eye movements (real or simu-
lated), and dot-dashed lines/open triangles
are antipreferred-direction eye movements
(real or simulated). Top row: Pursuit eye
movements. Bottom row: Simulated pursuit
eye movements. Left column: Screen coordi-
nates. Right column: Retinal coordinates.
Data in the left and right columns are the
same, except pursuit curves in the right col-
umn were shifted by 6308 relative to screen
coordinates to give retinal coordinates. When
responses are expressed in screen coordi-
nates (top left), activity is roughly constant
for a given focus position. Since the screen focus corresponds to the heading, this implies that neurons such as this could encode heading
direction. Note that for simulated eye movements, results are quite different (bottom right), so an extraretinal signal is essential for computing
the heading. Data pointsare means 6 SEM for four replicates, where each replicate is the mean firing during the middle 500 ms of the stimulus-
presentation interval. (Reprinted, with permission, from Bradley et al., 1996.)
copy signals or proprioception. Psychophysical studies Recently, we have examined the neural mechanisms
that might be responsible for eye movement compensa-indicate that extraretinal signals contribute a great deal
to this compensation (Royden et al., 1992, 1994; Crowell tion during heading perception (Bradley et al., 1996). We
recorded from expansion sensitive area MSTd neuronset al., 1997).
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(to take out depth cues from stereopsis) and in the dark,
then there appears to be only a group of static dots.
However, as soon as the glass is rotated, you immedi-
ately perceive the complete, 3-D structure of the glass.
Our laboratory stimulus simulates this condition on a
computer screen. When the dots are still, there is no
perceived shape, but as soon as they go into motion, a
cylinder appears.
A good strategy for determining whether an area of
the brain is involved in a particular percept is to use a
bistable stimulus. An example of a bistable stimulus is
the famous Necker cube (Figure 3A). The front and back
surfaces of this cube spontaneously reverse their per-
Figure 3. Examples of Bistable Stimuli ceived order in depth without anychange in the stimulus.
(A) The Necker cube is a famous example of a static, perceptually Areas of the brain involved in the perception of the 3-D
bistable stimulus. The front and back surfaces of the cube spontane- shape of the cube presumably change their activity in
ously flip their depth order. concert with the change in perception. By correlating
(B) An example of a kinetic bistable stimulus. The percept of a
changes in activity of an area with changes in the per-revolving 3-D cylinder is created by the motions of dots on a com-
ception of a bistable stimulus, the locations responsibleputer screen. The dots move to the left and right, and the perceptual
for the percept can be identified. The structure-from-system arbitrarily assigns one direction of motion to the front surface
and the other to the back. This display also spontaneously flips its motion cylinder described above is such a bistable stim-
depth order of the two surfaces, causing the cylinder to appear to ulus (Figure 3B). It is arbitrary which direction of move-
reverse its direction of rotation. ment the brain assumes to be the front or back surface.
However, every 3±6 s on average, the front and back
surfaces flip, and the perceived direction of rotation ofin awake behaving monkeys and plotted their focus-
the cylinder reverses (e.g., from clockwise to counter-tuning curves; that is, the activity of the cells as a func-
clockwise or vice versa) (Hiris and Blake, 1996). We havetion of the location of the focus in space when the eyes
used this bistable display to determine whether area MTwere still (Figures 2B and 2C). The visual stimulus was
plays a role in the perception of structure-from-motion.similar to the expansion pattern one would perceive
We trained monkeys to view rotating cylinders andwhen moving toward a wall. We then had the animals
tell us which way they perceive them rotating. To bemake smooth pursuit eye movements and found that
sure the monkeys are telling us what they perceive,many MSTd neurons shifted their focus-tuning curves
we introduce on many trials cylinders that also havein space in the direction of the eye movement (Figures
stereoscopic depth; these cylinders are not bistable,
2B and 2C). This shift has the effect of compensating
and there is always a single, correct answer for the
for the shift of the retinal locus. Therefore, the activity
direction of rotation. We have found that approximately
of these cells reflects the heading direction regardless
half of the MT neurons we recorded from changed their
of whether the eyes were moving. We further showed
activity in a way that would be predicted based on what
that an extraretinal pursuit signal was responsible for the monkeys were telling us they were perceiving; the
this compensatory shift. We simulated the same stimu- other half responded the same way regardless of what
lus on the retina as would occur when the monkey was the monkey was perceiving (Chang et al., 1996, Soc.
moving his eyes, but in this case had him hold his eyes Neurosci. abstract). Each MT neuron has a preferred
still, and found that there was no compensation in this direction and depth. If the way the monkey perceives
latter case (Figures 2B and 2C). In conclusion, an extra- the cylinder matches those preferences, the neuron re-
retinal eye movement signal converges on many area sponds at a high rate of activity. For the cells that
MSTd neurons and shifts their focus-of-expansion tun- correlated with the percept, if the monkey was perceiv-
ing curves, compensating for retinal motions due to the ing that the near surface of the bistable cylinder was
eye movement. moving to the right and the far surface to the left, then MT
cells selective for right directions and near disparities
Structure-from-Motion (depths) were more active, and far-left selective cells
As mentioned above, several lines of evidence suggest were also more active. If the monkey perceived the cylin-
that area MT plays a special role in the combining of der rotating in the opposite direction, then the balance
motion signals over space in order to represent surfaces of activity would reverse; near-left and far-right cells
in motion. A fascinating perceptual attribute of the mo- would now be more active. These results indicate that
tion system is the ability to represent the 3-D shape of MT activity reflects the perceived order of depth of sur-
objects purely from motion signals. This phenomena faces in structure-from-motion displays. We are now
has been referred to as the kinetic depth effect, struc- examining whether the perceived curvature of the sur-
ture-from-motion, or shape-from-motion. An example of faces in these displays is also reflected in the activity
a structure-from-motion stimulus we use in our labora- of MT neurons.
tory is a hollow, rotating cylinder created from moving
dots on a video screen (Figure 3B). Imagine taking a From Perception to Decision Making
clear glass and painting luminescent dots on the front Recently, there has been considerable interest in how
information is coded in the nervous system. In a cleverand back surface. If you look at this glass with one eye
Neuron
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series of experiments, Newsome and colleagues exam- be made. They found that MT neurons did not distin-
guish very well, on a trial by trial basis, the decision ofined whether the perception of motion could be carried
in the firing rate of MT neurons (Newsome et al., 1989). the animal. Rather, MT appears to provide a sensory
signal, and another area(s) decides which response toThey trained monkeys to determine the direction of mo-
tion of a group of dots in which various numbers of dots make; the response in their case was a saccadic eye
movement in the perceived direction of the correlatedwere correlated, i.e., moving in a particular direction.
When a small number of dots was correlated, it was dots. Area MT projects to area LIP, an area of the poste-
rior parietal cortex that is important for planning eyedifficult for the monkey toperceive thedirection of corre-
lated motion, and he made many errors, whereas when movements (Gnadt and Andersen, 1988; Snyder et al.,
1997). They found that activity in area LIP builds whenthe percentage of correlated dots was high, the monkey
was very accurate. During these psychophysical tests, the animal plans an eye movement in a particular direc-
tion when viewing the correlated dot display. The signalthe investigators recorded the activity of MT neurons.
They found that the signal conveyed in the firing rate often builds quickly for displays with high dot correla-
tions and more slowly (Figure 4) for displays with lowof individual MT neurons corresponded well with the
animal's psychophysical performance. When the neural dot correlations. They conclude that LIP activity reflects
the decision to make a movement, but its activity is alsosignal was weak and could not be discriminated from
noise, the performance was poor, and the performance linked to the sensory stimulus since the rate of buildup
often corresponds to the strength of the sensory signalwould improve in a predictable way with the increased
strength of the neural signal. These results suggest that (Figure 4).
the firing rate can be used to encode percepts.
Shadlen and Newsome (1996) have extended these Attention and Abstract Representations
Attending to moving stimuli increases the strength ofexperiments to examine the point in the nervous system
where the decision about the direction of motion might response of MT neurons. Treue and Maunsell (1996)
Figure 4. Responses of a LIP Neuron during
Performance of the Motion Discrimination
Task
Each raster line depicts the sequence of ac-
tion potentials recorded during a single trial
and the time of the saccadic movement (caret
on each line). The histogram below each ras-
ter shows the average response rate from all
trials in the raster, computed within 60 ms
time bins, as well as the mean (caret, on line)
and standard deviation (horizontal line) of the
time of the saccadic eye movement. This LIP
neuron codes the direction in which the ani-
mal plans an eye movement for higher
(51.2%), lower (12.8%), and even no correla-
tion in the visual stimulus. (Reprinted from
Shadlen and Newsome, colloquium paper,
PNAS, 1996.)
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Figure 5. Responses with Two Dots Inside
the Receptive Field
The left and central histograms show re-
sponses when the animal had been instruct-
ed to attend to either of the two dots in the
receptive field; the right histogram plots re-
sponses when the target was the dot outside
thereceptive field.The stippled oval indicates
the path of the attended dot. When the target
dot was inside the receptive field, the re-
sponse of the neuron was strong whenever
the attended dot moved in the preferred di-
rection. The activity was relatively unmodu-
lated at an intermediate level when the animal
was attending to the dot outside the receptive
field. (Reprinted from Treue and Maunsell,
Nature, 1996).
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